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Trash talk
done, they’re
ready to go
After a delay because of injury,
Harrison and Charlo finally get
into the ring Saturday in a WBC
super-welterweight title rematch.
By Manouk Akopyan
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JULIO CESAR CHAVEZ JR., shown in 2007, is back in the ring against Daniel Jacobs after a checkered last few years.

Son of boxing royalty
says he’s ready to rise
Chavez insists he’s a changed and focused fighter after 27-month hiatus
By Manouk Akopyan
Julio Cesar Chavez Jr. returns Friday to
the same venue in Arizona where his father’s
remarkable career came to a close in 2005
with a loss.
Although the son eventually cleared the
family name and avenged the defeat to the
unheralded Grover Wiley two years later,
Chavez’s own career never really took off.
In some ways, it fell apart, as he didn’t
dedicate himself to boxing, failing multiple
drug tests for banned substances and marijuana, blew past weight limits, skipped training altogether and even quit in a fight.
After a 27-month hiatus, Chavez (51-3-1, 33
KOs) returned from his sabbatical last summer for a tune-up fight in Mexico, and now,
he’s officially back under the sunlight to resurrect a career that never lived up to his father’s legacy when he faces Daniel Jacobs
(35-3. 29 KOs) at the Talking Stick Resort
Arena in Phoenix.
Chavez has reunited with Hall of Fame
trainer Freddie Roach at the Wild Card gym
in Los Angeles for a potential renaissance,
but the baggage still remains with a pack of
problems.
Chavez weighed 172.7 pounds Thursday
when he was contracted to fight as a 168pound super-middleweight. Jacobs, who’s
making his debut in the division, tipped the
scales at 167.9 pounds.
The show, in front of nearly 10,000 fans, will
go on because Chavez agreed to hand over a
portion of his purse to Jacobs, and a new
weight limit of 173 pounds was agreed upon,
without a rehydration clause in place for Friday.
The fact that the second-generation star
made it to the scales to challenge the “Miracle
Man” was a miracle itself. The enigmatic yet
still popular 33-year-old fighter was embroiled in controversy for the last two months
after failing to comply with an ordered drug
test as contracted by the Voluntary AntiDoping Agency.
The fight was originally slated to take
place at MGM Grand in Las Vegas, but
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‘I want to be the best.
That’s why I’m still in
boxing. … This is the
right fight to get me back
to the top.’

— Julio Cesar Chavez Jr.

Chavez was suspended by the Nevada Athletic Commission for his test infraction.
Under much scrutiny, promoter Eddie Hearn
of Matchroom Boxing then switched states to
Arizona in order to save the show. On Tuesday, a Nevada judge granted Chavez an injunction, clearing the contest to resume.
Barring anything further, Chavez will step
into the ring for his first meaningful fight
since losing to Canelo Alvarez in a one-sided

affair in 2017. Jacobs was last in the ring with
Alvarez in May, losing a competitive unanimous decision.
“No more time to play,” Chavez said in a recent interview while training at Wild Card before the turmoil kicked into second gear. “I
want to be the best. That’s why I’m still in boxing. … This is the right fight to get me back to
the top.”
Chavez, who will make millions for his efforts against Jacobs, came to Roach with a
“big bag of money,” the trainer said, to form a
reunion in October, but Roach was interested
more in seeing more work ethic and a commitment to conditioning rather than money.
Chavez and Roach had a falling out in 2012
when the trainer said his pupil missed 31 days
in camp for his fight against Sergio Martinez,
much of which was documented on HBO programming.
Roach said Chavez trained just five times
in that camp in what ended up being a loss by
a wide decision.
This time around, things were different,
according to Roach.
“We had a very good camp. He’s in great
shape. He’s working hard. He’s been very consistent,” Roach said Monday before the scales
expressed another story.
“I’m happy with him, and he’s ready to go.
… Since he’s been back, he’s been the same
guy doing what I say every day. I told him if [he
skips training], I’m gone, and that’s as simple
as that was. He listens very well, and his dad
wants me there.”
Roach, who once trained Jacobs as well,
said the key to victory will be Chavez letting
his hands go and throw combinations to wear
down Jacobs and knock him out. Roach said if
Chavez gets tired, he will lose.
“If you want for me to be completely honest, this fight is not going to be the biggest
challenge I’ve had in my career,” said a confident Jacobs.
Chavez knows he’s running out of chances.
“I was distracting my career for the last
three-to-four years doing stupid things,” he
said. “That created a lot of problems. Now
that I’m older, I know what I want, and that’s
the most important thing.”

Tony Harrison and Jermell Charlo can’t
stop criticizing each other heading into their
rematch Saturday at Toyota Arena in Ontario.
Harrison (28-2, 21 KOs) scored a razorthin unanimous decision win 364 days ago to
shock then-undefeated Charlo (32-1, 16 KOs)
for his WBC super-welterweight belt.
For the last year, in between a rematch
postponement because Harrison suffered
an ankle injury, the boxers have been barking at each other with enough trash talk to
overflow a landfill.
The unscripted verbal montage has been
full of low blows and the pair of 29-year-olds
will finally look to prove there is fire beyond
the smoke in their nationally televised fight
on Fox.
“I could beat him anywhere, it doesn’t
matter,” Harrison said. “We could fight in
this room right now. Nothing is going to
change. There’s no respect. I’m going to
show him each and every time. I’m not the
one to play with.”
Harrison is a gritty fighter from Detroit’s
tough 7 Mile area and protege of the late
Emanuel Steward. The Houston-based
Charlo, who has a twin brother in champion
Jermall, brought the best out of Harrison
last year, and the two have the ingredients
for a lifelong rivalry should another entertaining fight break out.
“The judges that gave him the first fight
woke me up,” Charlo said. “All of the talking
doesn’t matter. He’s going to have to live up
to his word and I’m going to live up to mine.”
In MMA action part-way across the Pacific Ocean, childhood friends and training
partners A.J. McKee, 24, from Long Beach,
and Joey Davis Jr., 25, from Compton, will
step into the cage in separate bouts in Honolulu to further accomplish dreams they had
since training together as toddlers.
On Friday, welterweight Davis (6-0) will
take on Chris Cisneros (19-10) at Bellator’s
USO Salute the Troops event. Davis has
multiple national championships and a 133-0
record in collegiate wrestling.
Davis has also been trained by former
MMA contender Antonio McKee, A.J.’s father, at the BodyShop Fitness in Lakewood.
The elder McKee is lifelong friends with his
father, Joey Davis Sr. “A.J. and I are like family,” said Davis Jr. “Anytime we get to come
out here and represent … it’s a blessing. This
is something I have been preparing for my
entire life. I am the future of the sport. I will
be a champion. I’m here to take over.”
McKee (15-0), meanwhile, will look to
move forward in the $1-million featherweight
world grand prix with a quarterfinal against
Derek Campos (20-9) at Bellator 236 on Saturday. “I’ve come to let people know I’m here
to do business … and keep shocking the
world,” McKee said. “I’m blessed to have the
skill set that I have. He’s probably my most
dangerous opponent because he’s willing to
leave it all in there.”
The elder McKee said surviving the inner
city is a real testament to how talented and
driven both of the fighters are.
“I’ve always looked at Joey as if he was another son, and to get to be here alongside
both of them on their journey has been
amazing,” he said. “They’ve already accomplished so much, and there is really no telling
how high the ceiling to their legacy will be.”
Said Davis Sr.: “They were killers then,
and they are killers now. It’s a real blessing to
watch them both succeed at such a high level
together, whether it’s in the hood or in
Hawaii where it’s all good.”
Both Bellator events will stream live on
DAZN, with Friday’s show also available on
the Paramount Network.

Santa Anita cleared of criminal neglect in horse deaths
[Santa Anita, from D1]
ditions at Santa Anita Park affected the welfare of safety and horses.
“We are all committed to the same thing
— the highest level of equine safety and welfare — and we will continue to do everything
possible to promote equine and rider health
and safety. And we are gratified that the District Attorney’s report into the conduct and
conditions at Santa Anita Park found no evidence of misconduct.”
The report outlined four areas of concern:
medication, track conditions, running injured horses and pressure to race.
The task force looked at the toxicology of
23 of the horses that died during the rainy
season and found no illegal substances or
drugs that were administered in excess of legal limits.
Running on sealed tracks, those that are
compressed to keep moisture from penetrating the ground, was also cleared as a factor in
the deaths by Mick Peterson, the country’s
leading dirt surface expert who was a consultant for Santa Anita.
The report said Peterson indicated “that
it is not unsafe to run on a sealed track.”
Still, the CHRB has recommended that
running on sealed tracks be eliminated for
safety reasons.
Santa Anita also must utilize 12 cancellation days this coming meeting, which starts
next Thursday, ostensibly so horses don’t
have to run on bad weather days and possibly sealed tracks.
Looking at owners, trainers and jockeys
at the track, the task force “did not uncover
evidence indicating that [anyone] intentionally or knowingly raced an injured horse at
Santa Anita.”
That conclusion was welcomed on the
backstretch.
In a statement, the California Thorough-
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THOUGH Santa Anita was cleared of any criminal wrongdoing in horse deaths,

L.A. County Dist. Atty. Jackie Lacey offered 27 recommended safety changes.
bred Trainers organization said it was
“gratified by the findings of the district attorney’s office that no animal cruelty nor criminal activity took place at Santa Anita this
past winter. From its outset, we welcomed
the district attorney’s investigation. … We
will always remain vigilant and fully participate in developing such best practices.”
The conclusions were not met as positively by animal rights activists, who initially
called for the investigation.

“It’s beyond credible that the district attorney doesn’t see that trainers who medicate horses obviously know that they are injured and sore, so they should be criminally
culpable if they then force them to race to
their deaths,” said Kathy Guillermo, senior
vice president of People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals.
The task force also exonerated the track
of allegations it pressured trainers or jockeys
to run when there were concerns about the

track condition. “Investigators interviewed
approximately 100 witnesses and found no
evidence supporting this supposition. … Evidence indicates Santa Anita Park’s racing
office encourages participation in racing but
does not exert undue pressure on trainers to
race their horses.”
This runs counter to reports in several
media outlets, including The Times, quoting
unidentified trainers who said they were
pressured to run horses to fill fields early in
the year.
In response to all the fatalities, Stronach
Group instituted a series of safety, medication and veterinary reforms. It is being hailed by supporters as the start of a nationwide
movement to improve horse and rider safety.
The increased veterinary oversight has
included medication changes, such as reducing race-day Lasix, which helps prevent
horses from bleeding in their lungs, and efforts to ban the whip, or riding crop.
“Santa Anita Park and the California
horse racing industry have embarked on implementing improved safety policies and
practices,” the report said.
“To date, enhanced safety efforts at
Santa Anita Park have reduced the number
of fatal racing and training incidents.”
Santa Anita suffered seven fatalities in its
fall meeting, including Mongolian Groom in
the $6-million Breeders’ Cup Classic. Last
year, the track had four fatalities in the same
time frame.
The recommendations offered in the report, in many ways, mirror a letter the CHRB
sent to Gov. Gavin Newsom offering suggestions for reform.
Both the report and the letter recommend greater veterinary record transparency, heightened reporting of fatalities and
increased penalties, among other improvements. Some are already in place.

